
 
 
 

 

 

 

Position: Graphics Installation Laborer   
 
Responsible for graphics projects through print, lamination, finishing and installation.  
 
Key Responsibilities: 

 Partner with our current team of Print Production Specialists in setting our production 
plan by aligning with the needs and priorities of the Graphics Traffic Manager. 

 Be consistently aware of project timelines and status. It will be critical for you to 
proactively communicate with appropriate team members regarding project 
progression. 

 Gain and maintain a full understanding of every project by reviewing specifications at 
kickoff and maintaining a clear, focused project card from the receipt of a sales order to 
the final shipment of product. 

 Monitor projects closely through each stage of production and evaluate against our 
high-quality standards – meticulous attention to detail is critical. 

 Adhere to safety policies and procedures while maintaining a neat and well-organized 
work site, whether on location or in the facility. 

Preferred Qualifications:  

 High School GED/Diploma  

Skills, Knowledge, and Attitude for the Job: 

 Willingness to assume responsibility and act independently with a ‘See it, Own it, Solve 
it’ approach to problem solving and project ownership. 

 Positive, determined attitude, driven by the spirit of teamwork. 
 Passion and drive to learn new technologies, processes and equipment. 
 Ability to lift a minimum of 75 pounds. 
 Ability to climb ladders and heights for installation purposes, including but not limited to 

stretching, bending, and climbing in outdoor and indoor environments. 
 Strong working knowledge of the digital printing industry, with experience related to the 

operation of wide format digital printers, plotters, digital cutters and laminators. 
Experience with Roland printers is a bonus! Hands on experience with vehicle wrap 
application, point-of-purchase display or sign installation are all huge bonuses! 

 Level of comfort with computers and a working knowledge of Microsoft Office 
applications (Word and Excel). 

 Excellent written and verbal communication skills. 
 


